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Presentation Notes
So yesterday evening I arrived home. Tired, after a long day of working. Among others I did some preparations for this webinar.Fortunately, I had some time to spend on my couch in the evening. And I just wanted to watch a not to intelligent television show or movie. I turned on my Smart TV and my streaming service gave me a number of recommendations. Actually a lot of bad action movies, apparently I watched some of these before.But I was satisfied with the recommendation, clicked one, watched and relaxed.This might sound familiar right?
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We all know these recommendations. They are not so new anymore. We have seen websites doing it for multiple years already. Famous examples are the recommendation engines of companies like Amazon, advicing on what to buy. Based on what you bought before.What you might not realize every time; behind the majority of these recommendations is predictive analytics. 



Predictive Analytics:
“A technology that learns from 

experience (historical data) 
to predict future behaviour, 

in order to drive better decisions”
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It is: “a technology that learns from experience (historical data) to predict future behaviour in order to drive better decisions. So in the cases just mentioned; based on history it is predicted what it is that you want to watch or want to buy. This actually enables you to make a better decision. You will have a better night caused you watched a better movie, or you will be more satisfied cause your online purchase perfectly suited your needs.Considering the context and data driven era we have entered, use cases of predictive analytics are emerging everywhere. And are certainly not restricted to just recommendation engines. Let us guide you trough the topic of predictive analytics. With a focus on the what, how and why of this topic in the financial industry.



THE WHY…
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We all know digital has arrived into mainstream. Just by digitizing some of the banking services won’t impress anybody today. Instead of the clap on the shoulder and admiration you’re risking to be asked: “only now?” Google, the company that coined the “mobile-first” expression is moving to “AI-first”. Think of the Google Now service, which tells you when to leave for your appointment. Customers expect this kind of added value, and expect it to be neither annoying nor inaccurate. Digitization is yesterday’s homework. Topic of today’s lesson is called predictive analytics. 
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Today the relationship between the bank and the customer is taking place in digital channel. The number of contacts increased, we’re always on, but the relationship got distant. So how to get the relationship personal again? If we can’t make it more human we can at least make it smarter. Using the data in the smart way, being able to personalize the relationship, make it unique and always relevant for the customer is a great way to do it. And it’s not the option – it’s becoming the requirement to keep the customer.https://static.pexels.com/photos/33990/pexels-photo.jpg



• Growing expectations regarding service and 
relevance 

• The perfect communication channel is already 
created

• Digitization increased the number of potential 
data sources 

• Upcoming changes in regulation will create 
new areas of competition 

Why this is the right time for predictive 
analytics for FIs?
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Customer is changing his expectations rapidly. Predictive analytics backed services are entering every aspect of our lives. Our exposure to Facebook’s and Amazon’s personalized services aside, best evidence for acceptance of this new technology could be that it’s in the hands of our kids like this artificial intelligence version of Barbie. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2015/10/15/how-artificial-intelligence-is-moving-from-the-lab-to-your-kids-playroom/
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And for the rest of us, the channel of interaction is in our pockets and hands for years. According to Juniper Research, globally, the base of mobile banking customers is set to rise from 0.8 billion people in 2014 to 1.8 billion by 2019* And it’s not only about always on type of interaction, smartphone is only one of the digital channels that provides the bank with the information about the customers.https://static.pexels.com/photos/47261/pexels-photo-47261.jpeg
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Wearables, smart cars, IoT type of devices are completing the picture about our customers. In parallel to all this new data sources entering the scene the costs of storing data have fallen below the costs of deciding which data to keep and which to delete. Computational processing power increases exponentially allowing us to do analytics at scale and in nearly real-time. But today we won’t talk about big data. We will say few words of introduction about predictive analytics technology later in our webinar.https://static.pexels.com/photos/28167/pexels-photo.jpg
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https://static.pexels.com/photos/4291/door-green-closed-lock.jpg



THE WHAT…



From ‘What happened’ To ‘What will happen’?
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So you might wonder; if we are talking about ‘predictive analytics’, how does this relate to other types of analytics?Well to explain this we can use the following framework. Here we see two axes, being difficulty and value. The easiest type of analytics is descriptive analytics. The majority of analytics are dedicated to his. Think of reporting and all kinds of business intelligence dashboards. They will tell you what your sales did in the last few months, which products over or underperformed or they have a more operational focus, giving you number of calls and average handling times in a call centre. All these insights are definitely needed and are the first building block in progressing on the analytics ladder. Descriptive and one step further diagnostic analytics answer questions like ‘what happened and why did it happen?’. After descriptive and diagnostic analytic capabilities are in place, the next step is predictive analytics and this involves shifting from a historical orientation to become more forward-looking. This is a crucial difference, because we are no longer just describing the past but we focus on ‘What will happen?’



From ‘What happened’ To ‘What will happen’?
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But we believe the time has come for this progression, and it is time to move towards types of analytics which are more focused on the question ‘What will happen’ instead of ‘What happened’? We want to use analytics to support decisions that we have to make about the future. So we want to address questions like which offers are going to be most desirable to which of customers or where might we deter customers if we increase our prices? For this level of difficulty, we are making decisions about the future which we can express only with a certain level of certainty. Diagnostic and descriptive analytics can be precise. Predictive Analytics by definition will be probabilistic in nature and has to come with a degree of confidence. When progressing even further, we might come to prescriptive analytics. But this is currently only used by 3-5% of companies, so the challenge the financial industry is facing today is to move from descriptive towards predictive analytics.



Every manager should understand the three 
components of predictive analytics

The Statistics The AssumptionsThe Data
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So, when entering the field of predictive analytics. What should you know? As a manager in the financial industry, or in any industry in which you like to apply predictive analytics.You should know that there are three main components, which will determine the success of any predictive analytics use case.These are the data, the statistics and the assumptions. 



The data
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Let’s start with the data. Because the success and accuracy of every prediction is directly linked to the underlying richness of the data and data quality. Garbage in means garbage out. And here I would really like to emphasize that predictive analytics is not about the size of the data. IT is about using the data to enable a manager or customer to make a better decision. In doing so it is wise to start with a limited number of data sources. Syncing them might already be hard enough. Only when the first succeses are in place you can start incorporating more and different data sources in your model, slowly building towards a “big data” environment.



The statistics
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So when you have the data in place, it is time to build smart models which will help you to make predictions.In this phase of statistics and analysis I would like mention two shifts we see.The first shift you see on top and deals with how to approach a modelling challenge. Within classical statistics,a human formulates the relationships between variables. So for instance you have sales and you have customer information like age and gender and you try to formulate and test relationship between these variables.This is different in Machine learning. In this case an algorithm formulates the relationships between variables.But our prediction is that in the financial industry we will see a second shift in the near future. Since the number of data sources, variables and models keeps on growing, the question arises how to perform iterations on the created models in a more automated way. Think for instance of a model which has customer behaviour as an input. This behaviour might change within a year or even within a month, making models less accurate and maybe even invalid. Therefore constant updates are needed. We predict that in the second shift not only the approach will move from classical statistics towards machine learning, but AI will also cause a shift on who performs the iterations on the models created.



The assumptions
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The final component I would like to discuss are the assumptions of a model. The big assumption in predictive analytics is that the future will continue to look like the past. But let me show you an example in which such an assumption might cause wrong predictions. The example is actually from the book ‘A black Swan’, written by mister Taleb. It is a famous example of a thanksgiving Turkey. The well being of the Turkey is a line which goes up and up, so if we don’t have the last couple of days, we would clearly predict that the Turkeys well being will continue to grow. But then, there is this tragic day for the Turkey which comes as a complete surprise. But this event was not part of your data, so you will never be able to predict such a surprise. You will only see it when it happened and it is actually too late.Therefore, when applying predictive analytics within your company, always be aware of the assumptions which you are using. 



THE HOW…



Predictive analytics brings value to 
business…

Commerce Risk Operations

• Next best action
• Pricing
• Churn analysis

• Pricing
• Risk assessment
• Fraud detection

• Pred. maintenance
• Claim handling
• Predictive HR
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So now that we talked about why this is the time for the financial industry to start with predictive analytics, the question is where does predictive analytics add value for banks and insurance companies?Actually, use cases are found in many key areas; Commerce, Risk and Operations. Sometimes use cases have an internal focus, such as predictive HR. But many use cases will both benefit the Bank and it Customers.Think for instance of predictive maintenance. For example, think off an ATM that does not work. Clearly this frustrates customers. If a bank could predict these types of equipment failures, maintenance could be scheduled in order to prevent failure or minimize downtime. This will improve operational efficiency but at the same time positively influences the customer experience.



Predictive analytics brings value to 
business…

Commerce Risk Operations

• Next best action
• Pricing
• Churn analysis

• Pricing
• Risk assessment
• Fraud detection

• Pred. maintenance
• Claim handling
• Predictive HR
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Another clear example of a use case which benefits both the bank and the customer is Next Best Action. 



The right action
at the right moment
via the right channel
with the right tone of voice
to the right customer
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With next best action we mean that we offer the right action, via the right channel, at the right time, with the right tone of voice to the right customer.This range of actions is not limited to offers, but it can include service, financial advice, etc. If only business ruling was used, a marketing automation system will constantly fire different rules at customers. This can potentially lead to an enormous number of service and offers, which in turn can give the customer the feeling of being spammed. A predictive analytics based NBA concept tries to increase the value of interaction for the customer in such a way that the “annoyance factor” stays low. The action which is considered the ‘best’ in terms of timing and relevance is presented to the customer. And especially in the mobile journey there are opportunities to serve a customer with these actions.
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Especially the mobile journey creates opportunities for interacting with customers and constantly presenting them the next best action.Using next best action in the mobile journey is therefore not just focussing on sales, but it is a way to constantly help customers in their financial mobile journey. On the one hand there is more input, we have more information about the customer since there are more interactions. But on the other hand we can use this context to directly serve the customer with offers and actions in his mobile journey. In this way we can constantly support the customer and giving him digital assistance throughout his journey.
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https://static.pexels.com/photos/33192/paddle-wheel-bucket-wheel-excavators-brown-coal-open-pit-mining.jpg







HOW TO 
START
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So you should consider all these challenges on your predictive analytics lifecycle. But how to start tomorrow?



Think 
Big
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Our advice is to think big when it comes to mastering predictive analytics and putting data at the core of your business. In the near future we will experience a level of service provided without any human interaction that we cannot imagine today. This new benchmark, similarly to mobile services in the past decade, will be set by the players outside of the financial industry. This will force the industry to adapt, the same reason that we see banks partner with FinTechs and start calling themselves technology companies. But thinking big does not mean starting with ‘big projects’. 
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But thinking big does not mean starting with ‘big projects’. Do not start with a 2 year ‘IT & big data infrastructure’ project to connect all data sources. Creating such an infrastructure which satisfies all needs of the business, will probably take months or even. Using predictive analytics to gain value from the data will only start after this period. A scenario which should be avoided since the delivered value for the business or customer is minimal during a long period of time.
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Instead, start with a small multi-disciplinary team. Gather analists but also people from IT, Marketing en Sales. Identify a simple goal which delivers value for the business and/or customer. This multi-disciplinary team should be able to complete the job from start to finish in a relatively short period of time. 
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Think for example of a predictive churn model for one single product. So I Have a number of customers (or fishes) in my pool. Which one has the highetst probability of churn?Start thinking with the team which data sources could be useful for this. Identify the easy ones (like your traditional CRM) which are easy to sync and add more difficult ones (like online search behaviour) later on.Create a simple predictive model and use the model to pro-actively contact customers with a high probability of churn and measure any churn reduction against a similar control group of customers. This allows you to show, fact-based again, that your use case worked and successfully reduced churn. Such succcessful examples will create leverage for predictive analytics in the company and will create curiosity and questions from other department, generating new cases. ��Now we can move on and start incorporating new data sources.



Think 
Big

But start small, 
multi-disciplinary,

and start now!
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So do think big, cause changes will certainly not be incremental and competition will in crease.But to get there start small. With a multi disciplinary team. Fail and learn. Iterate, iterate and iterate until your bank becomes a world class best practice of predictive analytics.Thank you.
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